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Never in my wildest dreams did I imagine I’d earn the ire of a character named Turd Flinging Monkey[1], the
nom de plume of a popular online men’s rights activist. A leader in the MGTOW[2] (Men Going Their Own
Way) movement, which encourages men to avoid romantic relationships with women, Monkey did not take
kindly to my new Prager University video[3] talking up the benefits of marriage for men. In the video, I
noted, among other things, that married men work harder (about 400 more hours), smarter (they’re less likely
to quit without having found another job), and more successfully (they make about $16,000 more per year)
than their single peers. I described these as features, not bugs, of married life for men.

In response, in a video[4] of his own, Monkey unloaded on marriage, arguing that the things I had described
as features of marriage were in fact bugs.
For men, marriage equals[5] slavery: “Marriage, in essence, is a man choosing his slave master.”
For men, marriage equals unrequited sacrifice: “So married men work 400 hours more per year than
single men; that’s not a good thing. They’re not hanging out with their friends… They’re sacrificing
their life for other people. Now, you may think that’s noble, but that’s not a benefit for the man.”
For men, marriage equals emasculation: it means “giving a woman power over your life, power over
your income.”
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And above all, for men, marriage equals a soul-destroying divorce: “talk to the men in MGTOW who
have had their wallets ripped out their a** in family court. Go to the graves of men who killed
themselves after they were unemployed and couldn’t afford child support and faced jail. Talk to those
men about how wonderful marriage was… Ask them about the hundreds of hours they work extra each
year to avoid going to prison because they owe so much child support or alimony that they gotta move
in with their parents.”

Be A Man. Sacri-ce Yourself! (Response to Prager U.)

This is Turd Flinging Monkey’s view[6] of marriage. And judging by the thousands of internet comments and
emails my video making the case for marriage to men has garnered, I’d say his perspective resonates with a
substantial minority of men. There are lots of men out there who harbor a deeply misogynistic view[7] of the
opposite sex, an unremittingly negative view[8] of love and commitment, and a complete lack of faith[9] in
marriage to deliver on their deepest dreams and desires.
Some of this, it seems, is about a kind of Peter Pan syndrome, where guys don’t want to grow up and settle
down. Some of it is about a kind of individualistic hedonism, where guys don’t want to forego the
opportunity to set their own work hours, hang out with their friends on their own terms, and score as much
with the ladies as they can. One correspondent, a 29-year-old man named Craig, put it like this: “I bet I’m
getting a lot more with high quality women with no commitment” than the average married guy, adding that
he has time to “work out and exercise because I don’t work those 400 extra hours a year” that married guys
typically do (responding to a point Robert Lerman and I noted in a recent AEI/Institute for Family Studies
report[10]).
But a lot of this negativity toward marriage is about divorce. The stories and the invective I’ve heard in
response to my video make clear that a lot of the MGTOWers think marriage is a bad bet for men. It’s a bet
that often ends with the man losing primary custody of his kids, a substantial share of his assets, and control
of a large fraction of his income. Social scientists estimate that about 42 percent of first marriages end in
divorce[11] and about 66 percent of divorces are initiated by women[12]. This means that a lot of men are
divorced unwillingly, sometimes for good reasons and sometimes for not-so-good reasons.
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It’s the experience of divorce, or the expectation of divorce, that leaves many men reluctant to tie
the knot.
It’s this experience of divorce, or the expectation of divorce, that leaves many men reluctant to tie the knot. In
Craig’s words, “I’m currently dating an attractive girl who treats me very well compared to my friends’
girlfriends but I would never get married… nor will I ever have kids with any woman unless guaranteed 5050 custody with no child support was made into [family] law as it should be.” Needless to say, given the
character of family law today, Craig is unlikely to be heading to the altar anytime soon.
The outpouring of rage, pain, and despair my video triggered suggests that one unintended fruit of no-fault
divorce, and the larger divorce revolution[13] of which it was part, is that a large minority of men are
increasingly ambivalent towards or openly hostile towards virtues like sacrifice, commitment, and love—not
to mention women and the institution of matrimony. And judging by the emails, comments, and videos my
Prager University video engendered, many of these men think the best they can do is score with lots of
women rather than settle down with one woman (and then be discarded). In the words of one correspondent,
“I’d rather just pump and dump women then be the sucker left with the tab.” These men’s orientation to
marriage is the inverse parallel of the ambivalence and hostility that a large minority of women now have
towards men and marriage (cf. Kathy Edin and Maria Kefalas’ Promises I Can Keep: Why Poor Women Put
Motherhood Before Marriage).
One tragic consequence of what we might call the Maxim Masculinity view of love and marriage is that
fewer men will seek to cultivate the virtues that make them good lovers and husbands, to their detriment and
to the detriment of the women in their lives. Another tragic consequence is that more men will end up
uncared for, unhappy[14], and unhealthy[15] in later life—that is, if they make it into late life: unmarried
men live almost 10 years less[16] than stably married men. (Needless to say, findings like these suggest that
for most men, marriage bears little resemblance to slavery.) And the biggest tragedy of all is that many of
these men will end up having sons who end up just as disconnected from women, marriage, and family
life[17] as their MGTOW fathers.
Thanks, divorce revolution.
Bradford Wilcox is senior fellow of the Institute for Family Studies and director of the National Marriage
Project at the University of Virginia. He is the coauthor of For Richer, For Poorer: How Family Structures
Economic Success in America.
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Turd Flinging Monkey: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbgzmK-mfpjULHZ8SMCuhdg
MGTOW: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Men_Going_Their_Own_Way
video: https://www.prageru.com/courses/economics/be-man-get-married
video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbt9yK2DFrg
equals: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbt9yK2DFrg
view: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbt9yK2DFrg
view: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dW9vsCBIlWI
view: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9KfEiom8MTE
lack of faith: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZNYE8HvgWg
report: https://www.aei.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/IFS-ForRicherForPoorer-Final_Web.pdf
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11. 42 percent of first marriages end in divorce: http://family-studies.org/what-is-the-divorce-rate-anywayaround-42-percent-one-scholar-believes/
12. 66 percent of divorces are initiated by women: http://aler.oxfordjournals.org/content/2/1/126.abstract
13. divorce revolution: http://nationalaffairs.com/publications/detail/the-evolution-of-divorce
14. unhappy: http://pss.sagepub.com/content/6/1/10.short
15. unhealthy: http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2016/04/11/social-support-of-marriage-may-improve-cancersurvival/
16. less: http://www.amazon.com/Case-Marriage-Married-Healthier-Financially/dp/0767906322
17. disconnected from women, marriage, and family life: http://economics.mit.edu/files/8754
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